Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has become a critical tool in the design of aeroengines. Increasing demand for higher efficiency, performance and reduced emissions of noise and pollutants has focused attention on secondary flows, small scale internal flows and flow interactions. In conjunction with low order correlations and experimental data, RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) modelling has been used effectively for some time, particularly at high Reynolds numbers and at design conditions. However, the range of flows throughout an engine is vast, with most, in reality being inherently unsteady. There are many cases where RANS can perform poorly, particularly in zones characterised by strong streamline curvature, separation, transition, relaminarisation and heat transfer. The reliable use of RANS has also been limited by its strong dependence on turbulence model choice and * Address all correspondence to this author.
Unsteady effects are often crucial, Unsteady-RANS (URANS) being limited by even advanced RANS turbulence models due to their dominating effect on the flow. This is especially apparent for heat transfer applications where errors of over 50% can be encountered [3] . The calibration of (U)RANS to particular flows may make predictions inaccurate and unreliable outside of the calibrated region. Even so, their reliability and physical basis is often tenuous [4] . Notably, the existence or lack of a spectral gap in different engine zones impacts the theoretical basis of such closures.
Different modelling scenarios can lead to confusion over the use of relatively simple models as [5] versus more advanced turbulence closures [6, 7] , often involving additional corrections for physical effects or numerical anomalies [8, 9] . Many RANS models and modifications are applied at idealised conditions to address particular deficiencies. Unfortunately, the very nature of aero-engines is that they involve complex flows of varying length and time scales, with numerous unsteady interactions.
Specific areas of difficulty include flow anisotropy, heat transfer, transition (including bypass, separation, wake and shock-induced) and re-laminarisation and regions of strong mixing such as internal cooling passages and surface and trailing edge cut-back film cooling. This advocates the use of eddy-resolving methods such as LES, hybrid RANS-(N)LES and even direct numerical simulation (DNS). Even though the cost compared to RANS simulation is at least 100× greater, the relatively low impact of LES turbulence closures on many complex flows and the data quality and detail provided are clearly advantageous.
Although Dettached Eddy Simulation (DES) [10] can alleviate substantial grid demand, it is prone to grid-induced separation and other difficulties [11] . For high Re attached boundary layer flows, near wall effects are generally modelled well using RANS, hence a RANS layer used in the inner layer (y + < 100) is beneficial in reducing grid requirements. This method also avoids grid dependence and has been used with success [12, 13] -although care can be required.
Other flow types such as free shear flows are ideal for LES, where scales are often similar to geometrical features or are large wake-type structures. Grid resolution is moderate for these flows and only weakly dependent on Re. Figure 1 shows an LES hierarchy, with critical problem definition and boundary conditions indicated in red, important mesh-solver compatibility and near wall treatment in amber and SGS modelling regarded as low importance displayed in green. This is in contrast to RANS, where the turbulence model dominates the solution.
The Reynolds numbers of the order of 10 5 and the availability of high performance computing (HPC) facilities has made LES of many turbomachinery flows feasible [14, 15] . Chapman [16] estimated that when computing power reaches Tyacke 3 TURBO-14-1308 Figure 2 shows the recent trends in the publications of LES use in turbomachinery (red long dash) contrasted with multi-disciplinary ASME journal publications (black short dash). The number of general ASME LES papers (scaled to the percentage of J. Turbo. Mach. articles) and computational performance are plotted along a time scale. The straight lines are linear curve fits. The number of journal papers published each year is correlated to the available computational power. In 2008, the world's number 1 supercomputer (blue dotted line) reached 10 15 FLOPS. More significant is that the 500 th fastest supercomputer (green dash-dot-dot) is due to reach the same level of performance circa. 2016. Exascale (10 18 FLOPS) computing will be reached by the number 1 supercomputer before 2020 and the trends show the 500 th fastest is likely only 10 years behind. From Fig. 2 it is clear that LES is rapidly becoming more useful and accessible, though the problem size being tackled is lagging behind the available computational resources.
For LES methods to be used in industry, the crucial problem definition and case setup must be controlled to ensure best practice and consistency between users. Qiu et al. [17] present an integrated design system for turbomachinery including 1D-2D-3D CFD, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM). The need for computational resource is reduced by the appropriate use of different fidelity levels. Rubio et al. [18] use an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to design an expert system that accurately predicts the number of iterations and runtime required for a CFD solution. This is useful for indicating the required time and costs involved. Rubio et al. highlight that user experience generally plays a large role in choosing turbulence models and estimating computational effort. Using the system, computation times were predicted to within approximately 13% with 68% confidence (1σ) and 25% with 95% confidence (2σ). Knight and Petridis [19] develop a knowledge-based system to aid in solution control, monitoring cell aspect ratio, solution type and grid quality to increase accuracy and convergence. Andrews [20] , investigates the use of a range of Artificial Intelligence/CFD systems. It is possible to obtain a high return on investment depending on the existence and exploitation of knowledge for different cases. Relatively little effort can leverage the knowledge based in different codes but bottlenecks, formalising CFD methods and efficient automation are identified as challenges. Today we expect to be able to tackle some of these challenges with the great advances in computational science, power and intelligence.
The current paper is organised following loosely the hierarchy above. Boundar conditions and problem definition will be discussed, then mesh-solver compatibility and SGS modelling will be addressed. Future solver technology and grid resolution requirements are examined and LES validation, flow taxonomy and best practices will be introduced. Finally, for future industrial use, a conceptual expert system and uses of LES will be discussed before drawing conclusions.
Boundary Conditions and Problem Definition

Turbulent inflow
LES requires boundary conditions that closely represent physical conditions. For example, the heat transfer for an HPT blade is sensitive to incoming turbulence scales, in contrast to RANS, which can wrongly be insensitive [21] . For flows lacking strong turbulence generating mechanisms i.e. highly inflectional velocity profiles or bluff geometrical features, sufficiently high quality inflow turbulence is important. Sagaut et al. [22] explore turbulence inflow techniques for a range of flows. For a wide cavity flow, it is noted that resolved turbulence in the inflow boundary layer is not so important. In a similar fashion to jets, there is a highly inflectional inflow velocity profile that allows the rapid development of resolved scales.
With complex inflow requirements, various methods are available to generate suitable turbulence fields. For reviews see [23] [24] [25] . be stored in a database. However, although physically ideal, this seems impractical due to the diverse range of operating conditions throughout a turbomachine. Also, Reynolds number restrictions may also become a limiting factor in the range of operating points that can be achieved.
Another key method for generating turbulence inflow is through use of re-cycling procedures such as Lund's recycling [26] , where iteratively, a flow plane is extracted between the inlet and outlet, scaled and imposed at the inlet until the required boundary layer conditions are met. Although the basic approach sounds in essence simple, there are potential implementation difficulties [23] and hence variants. A simpler alternative can involve simple pipe or channel flow LES/DNS with periodic flow boundary conditions giving rise to fully developed boundary layers. Schlüter et al. [27] apply a recycling approach to whole engine simulations. However, (for the compressor) RANS information is used to set/scale the mean velocity and turbulence levels in the recycling procedure. The latter just provides temporal information. For many practical flows, there can be classical boundary layer content and also external flow activity. This could include wakes from turbine blades along with inter-wake turbulence. When Lund's recycling is used, these coupled elements, would need to be blended and scaled in some plausible way. Wu [28] terminates his wake modelling at some multiple of the momentum thickness away from the boundary layer. For LPT simulations, Vadlamani [29] combines Lund's recycling with wakes (from Wu) and also isotropic box turbulence (for the inter-wake zone external to the boundary layer). Figure 4 shows the merging of these components at the simulation inflow plane. In the figure, the blending of these components is less gradual. This helps identify the three different inflow components. For hybrid RANS-LES, if unmodified, Lund's recycling would force resolved scales into the RANS zone, which is undesirable. The decoupled procedures discussed above fail to account for the boundary layer modification from the external flow. As noted by Mathey et al. [30] , multiple flow boundaries will only exacerbate these problems. Hence, recycling procedures may only be practically useful for flows only containing boundary layers.
Synthetic turbulence can be generated based on RANS information or even measurements [31] [32] [33] . A key problem with such approaches is that there can be too rapid a decay of the imposed turbulence. This is evident in the LPT LES of O'Mahoney [34] . Keating et al. [24] show inflow scales should be of the order of the integral length and time-scale (1 − 4L 0 )
as the smaller scales react rapidly to produce the correct turbulence, also implying only a few modes may be needed. To overcome problems of rapid decay, downstream control zones, where forcing is imposed (see [24] ), can be used.
With respect to cost and user ease, synthetic turbulence generally seems a preferable option. However, for simple boundary layers, synthetic turbulence will be less authentic than recycled. Therefore, a longer development zone will generally be needed. The digital filtering approach [35] , synthetic eddy generation [36] and proper orthogonal decomposition based approaches (see [37, 38] ) are also relatively popular methods for generating turbulence inflow.
Element (e), in the list above i.e. how well the output from idealised turbulence generation techniques connects with that found in real engineering systems, is critical. Many of the more idealised inflow approaches, noted above, in their raw form, have low relevance to turbomachinery. For example, it might be tempting to consider applying Lund's recycling, to jet nozzle flows. For the replication of laboratory experiments this has some value. However, a real nozzle has various upstream influences. As shown in the LES work of Eastwood [39] ,the influence of upstream blade rows and the pylon can have a substantial influence on the jet development. Figure 5a further illustrates the numerous sources of inlet turbulence that could be considered for a jet nozzle. Similar diagrams could be produced for other engine zones. Figure 5b contrasts idealised inflow turbulence on the left and more realistic geometries and turbulence generated upstream of a propulsive jet. There are clear differences in the type of inlet turbulence that is often generated a priori (left) and that which represents true flow conditions (right). Clearly, imposing rather idealised turbulence fields has limitations in such a large-scale, coupled, system as a gas turbine engine. Many rig tests also suffer from the same lack of proper inflow and outflow characterisation that LES does. For example, for jet rigs the state of boundary layers is frequently unknown. This, in turn, hampers the assessment of LES due to poor problem definition.
Approaches similar to that of Batten et al. [40] , perhaps, seem most realistic in a practical engineering context. In this case, large-scale upstream (U)RANS simulations can be performed to generate synthetic turbulence inflow. Based on (U)RANS, turbulent flow can be generated with scales and structure resembling those required in an automated fashion. The latter aspect will be critical if coupling zones modelled with different fidelity methods. Another possibility is to use RANS Tyacke 7 TURBO-14-1308 in conjunction with a recycling or forcing procedure. The RANS provides target statistics and recycling or forcing is used to generate a flow requiring little downstream development [41, 42] , (though these examples require a virtual recycling zone).
Outflow
For the application of LES to real turbomachinery systems, the vision for the development of both inflow and outflow boundary conditions perhaps needs extending. Like inflow, outflow needs to consider the complex, multi-component, coupled nature of the turbulence fields produced. As an example, wake shedding from HPT blades introduces upstream and downstream vortical, entropy and pressure waves which interact with other flow regions [21] . This potentially excludes the common use of grid coarsening, flow smoothing and domain extension to prevent wave reflections at boundaries [43] [44] [45] .
To use smaller domains and avoid non-physical solutions, non-reflecting boundary conditions are required. One dimensional non-reflecting boundary conditions include those of Giles [46] . Pauley [47] presents a convective boundary condition that is easy to implement relying on the bulk mean velocity. The flow and acoustic fields are three-dimensional, hence the previous approaches require extending to more general cases. Specification of a target field is another option, with a transition zone as in Ashcroft and Zhang [48] .
For jet flow and acoustic fields, additional dissipation can be introduced away from the active flow and acoustic source regions as a sponge zone. This is shown in Fig. 6 by the red region. Acoustic waves generated in the near field are recorded at the Ffowcs-Williams Hawkings [49] (FWH) surface before being dissipated in the sponge zone. Alternatively, a radiative boundary condition can be applied based on the asymptotic solutions at the farfield as by Tam [50] . This two-dimensional method can be extended to three-dimensions though large domains are usually required. Use of the perfectly matched layer approach of Hu [45] allows a smaller sponge layer near boundaries to be used as out going waves are absorbed. This also addresses limitations of essentially 1D characteristic based conditions, where waves are usually assumed normal to the boundary. At domain corners or for internal flows with multiple boundaries this is often not the case. Although still based on 1D approximations, the NSCBC method of Poinsot and Lele [51] may offer a compromise between performance Tyacke 8 TURBO-14-1308 and complexity. Further research is required to provide accurate non-reflecting boundary conditions for more complex geometries such as the turbine, where multiple waves meet multiple boundaries at varying angles.
Coupling
Substantially beyond the use of normal blade row sliding planes, two-way coupled systems are becoming increasingly important. Most experimental engine intake duct studies do not include upstream rotors or a downstream compressor.
Also, the HPT affects all subsequent stages, the unsteady thermal loading potentially affecting fatigue life [52] . Hence the assumptions and modelling in different engine zones could have a strong overall impact on design and performance. Care is also needed when comparing with experimental data. In the work of Li [38] the compressor outlet guide vane and prediffuser zone of a gas turbine engine is considered. The latter connects to the combustion system. As shown by Li, for optimal diffuser design it is necessary to consider these two zones in combination. The performance of these two elements will, in turn have a strong impact on the combustor external aerodynamics. The wakes from the outlet guide vane (and even the rotors upstream of these) will influence the diffuser performance, which in its optimal state will be sensitive to the form of incoming boundary layers. Li performed LES applying both recycling and a recycling with body force based procedure related to that of Pierce and Moin [53] . Pierce and Moin used body forces to produce a swirl component. Along, similar lines, Eastwood [39] used body forces to represent blades upstream of a propulsive jet in hybrid RANS-LES work. Through calibration these provided realistic and economical wake turbulence.
For two-way blade row coupling using LES, sliding planes may be used to transfer unsteady data across the interface.
As mentioned, to couple zones of RANS and LES, some degree of forcing may be required.
Engine zones can potentially be coupled using RANS and LES as [27, 54, 55] . In [27] both compressible, incompressible, structured and unstructured solvers are run simultaneously and interfaced using custom message passing interface (MPI)
communicators. RANS and LES regions are linked using fluctuations from a database scaled to the upstream RANS zone for LES inlet and body forces at the LES zone outlet to meet the downstream steady RANS conditions. For LES embedded in a RANS zone, Patil [56] uses a synthetic eddy method to obtain inlet turbulence, having a significant beneficial impact on accuracy for a combustor. At the combustor-turbine interface, pressure-based and compressible solvers may require coupling, demonstrated by Medic et al. [57] who model a sector of a whole engine using different levels of fidelity. To ensure parallel scalability, different solvers will require close integration. Complex RANS simulations may also contain, localised embedded LES zones [58] .
Other specific types of coupling include fluid-structure, acoustic interaction and conjugate heat transfer. Example physics coupling is shown in Fig. 7 , where T * solid and T * f luid represents the thermal time constant of the solid and fluid.
Conjugate heat transfer problems, such as those found in the HPT are often numerically stiff due to the disparity in air to metal thermal time scales [59] . Novel methods such as Fourier Spectral Modelling may be used to tackle these issues [52] .
More generally, interfaces between modelling fidelity disparities should remain conservative, accurate and be non-aliasing.
The management of uncertainties and sensitivities across different zones and disciplines will become increasingly important.
To relieve the computational burden of many coupled simulations, LES could be useful in developing more accurate lower Tyacke 9 TURBO-14-1308 order methods.
Specialised Turbomachinery Boundary Conditions
For turbomachinery blade rows, full annulus simulations are impractical and smaller domains are sought. In contrast to URANS, LES is not periodic in time due to stochastic components. Blade count mismatches often prevent the use of pitchwise periodicity. In these cases phase lagged boundary conditions could be used. Here, the time history is stored and lags in time between blade rows. However, this can generate physically valid but implausible solutions where shedding appears to occur identically around the annulus, hence polluting an otherwise sound LES. Alternatively, time-inclining [60, 61] may be more appropriate with two-way axial coupling via a sliding plane (with compatible mesh densities and interpolation of variables). In this case, the time coordinate is transformed, being a linear function of circumferential location, blade pitch and rotor angular velocity. This approach also does not corrupt accuracy [62] . The different location of variables in time can be rectified during post-processing.
Mesh, Solver and SGS Model Interactions
The numerical aspects of current solvers can be characterised using a variety of canonical cases. For more dissipative solvers the use of NLES may be appropriate. Some discretisations give rise to formal implied models (the numerical equivalent to explicit SGS models) as is the case for MILES [63] . Non-dissipative schemes require some form of dissipation either numerically or using an explicit SGS model. Hence grid-solver compatibility is one of the primary concerns for LES.
Mesh generation for complex geometries is a key challenge in reducing the amount of user time and input for successful CFD and will likely remain so in the near future. For LES, aspects other than geometry representation are also important.
Cell type and mesh topology are to an extent governed by the underlying numerical discretisation which should not introduce excessive artificial dissipation. Figure 8 shows the spatial decay amplitude error of a Tollmien-Schlichting (T-S) wave using different cell types. The large range of amplitudes and hence dissipation between cell-types compared to the analytical solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation [64] is clear. The temporal and spatial discretisation (for example flux evaluation) also plays a critical role in the numerical traits observed in a given solver. Figure 9 shows the variety and popularity (see [44] ) of spatial and temporal discretisations available. The spatial schemes include Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO), Weighted Es- fast. The effect of using lower order time discretisation than the spatial scheme can also be as significant as the order of the spatial scheme itself as shown by DeBonis and Scott [66] . Spatially, non-dissipative schemes such as the Kinetic Energy
Preserving (KEP) scheme [67] have shown some advantage over typical second order Roe-based schemes as used above. Figure 10 shows the improved high frequency content captured using the KEP scheme for homogeneous decaying turbulence (HDT). The reduced dissipation allows a wide variety of cell types to be used effectively with only a small effect on the solution. In fact, the tetrahedral element result using the KEP scheme is superior to that of the hexahedral elements using the standard Roe-type scheme. In general, for flows involving shocks, some amount of local high-order upwinding (O 2) may be required to prevent non-physical oscillations. For LES, long time integrations suggest the need for fewer grid nodes, fewer time steps, lower numerical errors and improved scalability. Carefully selected and implemented higher order (O > 2) discretisations appear to be suitable methods to pursue. Methods also exist which may enable parallelism in time such as the parareal method [68] , though this has seen little success for turbulent flows. However, the scalability of different spatial and temporal schemes may need to be re-assessed for emerging computational architectures to reach the best trade off between accuracy and performance.
It should be noted that the use of overset meshes in regions of interest to avoid high cell counts away from boundaries is required to meet the grid point requirements of Chapman [16, 69] . Choi and Moin [70] also recently reached similar requirements for wall resolved LES 1 . High order discretisations can also be achieved relatively easily on structured overset meshes for Finite-volume and Finite-difference methods. When using Discontinuous Galerkin or Spectral element methods, high order discretisations can also be achieved with improved data locality in computer memory. Additional geometric detail such as cooling holes, trailing edge cutbacks, endwall profiling and multiple stages soon make the generation of quality meshes time consuming. Significant advances in automatic blocking topology for structured meshes is required for complex geometries. In lieu of this, immersed boundary methods (IBMs) [71, 72] are an alternative approach to meshing complex problems, reducing pre-processing time by the inclusion of body forces to represent geometry. This seems especially attractive for wake-type flows (such as ribbed internal cooling ducts) that may be less sensitive to approximations in geometry representation. It will become increasingly important either to use meshing templates of common geometries and features, or a significant advance in the automatic generation of high quality meshes compatible with state-of-the-art LES solvers. To improve automation, more accurate, clean CAD geometry is also required in portable formats that can be used within many systems.
Where unstructured meshes are appropriate, meshes can rapidly be generated. However for LES, representation of the geometry only is inadequate. Generating the correct resolution mesh for different flow features a priori using unstructured methods is challenging. Improved quality criteria based on grid metrics and importantly, the flow will be required [73] . In addition, the use of solution adaptive meshes may be necessary to eliminate user oversights [74] . Advances in sensitivity analysis may also be required when assessing quality based on LES data [75] . If higher order methods are to be used, more accurate CAD and higher order grid elements may be required [76].
Solver Technology and Emerging Architectures
Chapman [16] assumed there would be significant progress in numerical algorithms, widening LES use. It seems progress has been slower than expected on this front. Löhner [77] and Giles [78] suggest 85-90% of CPU cycles are wasted, mainly due to memory and network bandwidth constraints. In the past decade, CPUs have moved from single to multicore architectures and plugin cards are now readily available that provide the same performance per Watt of a national high performance computing (HPC) facility ten years ago [79] . Considering HPC, machines of many thousands or millions of cores are currently available and in future, architectures of 10 billion way parallelism or more can be expected [80] . The current wastage of performance, has a strong impact on the cost of hardware, power and time associated with simulations.
Although some hardware improvements such as integrated photonics [81] will alleviate some bottlenecks and reduce power consumption, hardware alone will not be sufficient to close the void in attainable performance. There is hence a strong impetus to develop and efficiently implement algorithms that avoid communication, improve data locality to the compute units and reduce the amount of computation time.
Communication avoiding algorithms such as tiling [78] and potentially, time-parallel methods such as Parareal [68] may help in certain cases. In Fig. 11a , the data dependence enclosed in red requires no communication between the white and black nodes. Fig. 11b shows how a problem is split in space and time and computed on different computational cores (there is later a correction made to enforce causality in time). So far these methods have seen little use for general turbulent flows, but may be fruitful if data dependence is clearly identifiable for example. To relieve data bandwidth, implies performing more local operations to make use of CPU cycles rather than avoiding computation by storing and transferring variables in memory.
SGS Modelling
As shown in Fig. 1 in the introduction, SGS modelling is considered to be of low importance. Indeed, with 90% TKE resolved, the effect of the SGS model can only be minor relative to the problem definition, boundary conditions and discretisation, shown to have substantial impact. Figure 12 shows the energy spectrum for a HDT field. When contrasted with Fig. 10 , the effect of SGS model choice is clearly lower than that of the numerical scheme. Attention is thus focused on more critical aspects of LES for tubomachinery.
Grid Resolution
Adequate grid resolution is a critical part of predictive LES. Figure 13a shows the number of grid points required to resolve the boundary layer N, based on Chapmans's estimates, for a blade of aspect ratio ≈ 1. This is plotted against Tyacke 14 TURBO-14-1308 Table 1 : Overview of resolution requirements for numerical methods (see [44] ). Re scaling. Grid resolution is hence an aspect that needs addressing. Figure 13a indicates the Re range, contrasting N for different zones. At higher Re, hybrid RANS-(N)LES must be used, as using LES carries an order of magnitude increase in N. At low Re (for example, the LPT) and flows nearly independent of Re (wake-type flows), LES grid size is in the range that can currently be tackled in industry where hybrid RANS-NLES can be used for higher Reynolds number flows at similar cost. Figure 13b provides a similar plot for airframe LES. The trend is that although resolution is a little low, the gradient is nearly correct for hybrid RANS-(N)LES. This reflects the higher Re encountered in these flows and perhaps the greater attention this community pays to turbulence physics. Past validated simulations and literature provide some additional guidance on achieving adequate resolution near walls and in other zones. Table 1 provides a broad overview of resolution requirements for different numerical methods. For numerical schemes of higher order than 2, these would represent conservative estimates. For real geometries, the spacings will need realignment with the dominant flow direction. Across wakes, typically 30 nodes are required. Estimates of the wake width δ wake and wall shear stress τ w , can be extracted from RANS. In the outer boundary layer circa 1500 points are required Tyacke 15 TURBO-14-1308 Using a model energy spectrum [84] , E(κ) can be predicted by approximating the integral and Kolmogorov lengthscales from a RANS solution. The amount of resolved turbulent kinetic energy can then be estimated on a particular grid. Hence, using RANS and some additional heuristics, the target grid spacing (filter width) could be defined appropriately using
and ∆ wake i . This method is presented in Fig. 14 . Figure 14a shows an original RANS grid solution with a low percentage of resolved TKE with identified grid refinement targets indicated. Figure 14b shows a refined grid with an overset wake and boundary layer mesh, with an improved TKE resolution of around 90%. Other resolution restrictions could be imposed for different engine zones as necessary (Refs. [85, 86] also give approximate grid spacings for ribbed passages), allowing a potentially automated process. For acoustic problems, grid and temporal resolution can be estimated from the frequencies of interest, requiring 5-10 intervals per wavelength [43, 87] .
Validation Data
The complex flow physics targeted by LES requires more stringent validation than mean or bulk quantities. Levels of validation are provided in Tab. 2. The scale ranges from mean quantities (Grades 1-2) to higher levels involving measures of turbulence and in depth analyses. 
Best Practices
In some engine zones such as those containing high Re attached boundary layers, it will be hard to improve the costbenefit ratio of RANS. Here, the term benefit encompasses accuracy, quality and quantity of the data produced. At on-design conditions, compressor surface pressures are captured relatively accurately using RANS, whereas RANS accuracy degrades at off-design conditions [90] . Zones with important complex unsteady flow physics are poorly suited to RANS, requiring eddy-resolving methods to obtain sensible solutions. As an example, the accurate prediction of broadband fan noise can only be accurately predicted using eddy-resolving methods, whereas URANS/linearised solvers may be acceptable for tonal noise.
As found historically with RANS turbulence modelling, there are a large number of eddy resolving methods to choose from, each with advantages and disadvantages and varying levels of turbulence resolution. Figure 16 shows an array of modelling approaches, representing a small percentage of potential solutions. An in depth discussion is inappropriate here, a recent overview can be found in [9] . The user faces a vast choice, hence best practices need to be established. Figure 17 indicates dynamic Smagorinsky (and dynamic variant) based LES is favoured in the turbomachinery field, whilst for airframes hybrid methods are preferred. Again, this may be a reflection of the Re and range of complex flows found in turbomachinery.
In the authors' opinion, when using hybrid RANS-(N)LES, an interface permitting simple zonalisation based on physical quantities (i.e. not grid dependent) is required. Standard DES and a poorly trained user base could have a significant consequence. For example Jefferson-Loveday et al. [91] find the filter width used in DES inappropriate for a labyrinth seal, laminarising the flow. Previous experience with other hybrid RANS-NLES has shown promise [12, 13] . A smooth interface between RANS and (N)LES zones at 60 y + 100 models the peak turbulence production region including near-wall streaks using URANS and (N)LES elsewhere. The work of Deck [92] is also noteworthy. Length-scales for a
Zonalised-DES are given a physical basis, such that zones suited to RANS and LES are treated accordingly (see Fig. 19 ).
For example, RANS will struggle to accurately predict the correct separation point on surfaces of low curvature, hence LES is more suitable. Such a zonalisation should be relatively straightforward for a variety of current URANS solvers. This type of approach, based on flow physics, provides a more global framework. Deck [92] uses geometric and boundary layer scales to identify different regions of flow. Suitable zonalisation rules could be determined for different engine zones as shown in Fig. 18 . Within the broader engine zonalisation, further cost savings may also be achieved by zonalising at the componenet level. Figure 19 gives an example zonalisation for an LPT blade Tyacke 18 TURBO-14-1308 without incoming turbulence. The thick dashed lines show attached boundary layer (BL) regions which can be modelled using RANS or hybrid RANS-LES. On the suction surface, near the region of peak suction, which is well defined, a switch to LES is made to capture transition and separated regions. The LES filter width is then defined using appropriate scales of the flow, for example the vorticity thickness (∆ ω ). It may also be noted that for LES of reacting combustor flows, explicit modelling of reactions at scales much smaller than the filter width is necessary [93] and there is a wide disparity in scales -the combustor can be physically large. The most appropriate zonalisation will depend more globally on the engine zone (limited by Re for example) but also locally at the component level where specific physics is accounted for, to maximise the benefit-cost ratio. It is likely the zonalisation will change with time based on available computing resources, starting initially with LES regions for wake-type flows. The zonalisation will also define boundary condition requirements, thus defining a framework of computation that can be automated.
The initial field can have a significant impact on the time to fully develop the flow. For example, large startup vortices from a jet that need to convect out of the domain of interest. Advanced methods for initialisation and optimum convergence parameters could pay dividends. In addition, for the acoustic analysis of jets using the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings approach [49] , placement of the FWH surface is a key issue [87] . More generally, initial conditions may also affect code stability and accuracy if the flow is not fully developed. The use of coarse grids (say 1/8 th target resolution) to develop flowfields can provide some indication of whether the final grid is satisfactory [94] , as grid resolution studies are not practical in a design Tyacke 19 TURBO-14-1308 context. For cascade flows, typically 2 − 5t * (where t * = C/U) is used to develop the flow and a further 2 − 10t * [95, 96] to average statistics. For ribbed passages t * = U B /P with 5t * for both development and averaging [85] for a periodic geometry, or the equivalent of 1 through flow to average a full serpentine passage [97] . In general, the runtime required is based on user experience, visual inspection and is problem specific. Clearly this leaves potential for errors. Short time averages to check for flow maturity and the convergence of time-mean statistics to a stationary state may be a practical manual method to monitor the flow. A more controlled method is presented by Mocket et al. [98] , who introduce a relatively simple method to determine when an initial transient has passed and when enough data has been recorded that the mean is statistically converged to within given confidence intervals. This could easily be implemented as part of a solution monitoring procedure and fed back into simulation cost estimates, perhaps based on ANNs.
Taxonomy
The types of flow in different engine regions are generally well known, suggesting flows may be broadly categorised based on flow features. Inflow requirements can also be addressed in this way based on flow and upstream geometry.
Restricting attention to the turbine, a potential taxonomy is shown in Fig. 20 again lowering the importance of inflow turbulence. Although the flow type in some cases is mixed, the high Re component necessitates the use of hybrid methods as in Fig. 22b . This is far from exhaustive, but the ideas could be extended for other engine zones and begins to provide an LES framework.
Expert System
In a typical industrial CFD process, the user is required to make important decisions such as which RANS model to use. This decision can dominate the solution, potentially leading to large errors. Complex analysis packages may require a year of use before the user could be regarded expert [99] . With more and more complex flows being modelled, the potential for human error increases substantially. The turbulence model choice in Fig. 16 shows each user would have to become expert in turbulence modelling to make any form of educated decision. There are hundreds of models and variants and the user still runs the risk of producing inaccurate data from poor model choice. With LES, most of the turbulence is resolved and only a small part modelled, reducing the burden of model choice.
The previous taxonomy and best practices could assist in the development of an expert system to guide design engineers [19, 20] . This would ensure the best benefit/cost ratio at each design stage. Indeed, in the early design stages, low order models may be sufficient. However, the amount and quality of data produced by experiments or LES will be crucial in assessing designs in the later stages. Essentially the cost and benefit for using LES in different zones needs to be assessed and LES used where the benefit-cost over RANS is high. Hence quantitative benefit/cost estimates will become important.
Careful application of LES will also reduce concerns over the power costs incurred, however the advances in low-power Tyacke 21 TURBO-14-1308 computing i.e. increases in FLOPS/Watt may alleviate these issues. As previously stated, FLOPS/Watt has increased by a factor of 1000 in the past ten years.
Two example expert system flow charts are presented for a ribbed internal cooling duct and LPT passage in Fig. 23a and Fig. 23b respectively. The key process flows from top to bottom as indicated by the left hand side arrow. Each box (stage) has three rows, the first indicating inputs, the second, the process and the third, the output. In these the US and ES indicate input from the user or expert system respectively. Two key preliminary steps are the grid and boundary condition requirements defined by the flow classification. These can be used to estimate the cost-benefit ratio compared to alternatives such as experimental testing. If the LES is feasible, mesh generation takes place and the case is run with additional computational control and data processing. There are differences in some details reflecting the tailoring of the LES to different flow types. Figure 24 shows a trivial example of a graphical user interface for a potential expert system. The user is separated from modelling intricacies, best practices encompassed by the expert system. This will ensure consistency of LES simulations and accuracy of data.
The example provided in Fig. 23a will now be discussed. In stage 1, the user selects the engine component and CAD file using a GUI. From this, the expert system defines the flow as class A, which relies on pure LES. At stage 2a, for the ribbed passage flow, multiple intricate geometrical features exist, hence additional topology information is either provided in the CAD or extracted from the geometry, providing parameters used for mesh generation. For example, the medial axis provides a reduced order representation of the true geometry and can be used to guide mesh topology and refinement [100] .
At stage 2b, the user defines the boundary conditions (BCs) and the expert system uses the defined flow class to infer that inlet turbulence is not required and that no additional grid points will be required to resolve inlet turbulence. Stages 2a and 2b feed into stage 3 which estimates the total mesh size using all the available data so far. This may also include data from previous similar cases via an ANN. Stage 4 uses the current case data, and compute cluster queue status to estimate the cost and run/turnaround time. Clearly it is of no use to run an LES in one day if it takes a month to begin running. At stage 5, the user decides whether to proceed based on the current data. A summary report could be generated and recorded, feeding into HPC requirements. For the example it is assumed the user proceeds to stage 6 where the mesh is generated.
At this point the expert system should have all the required information about the case to be run. For the ribbed channel, rapid mesh generation could be automatic, as the grid quality is not as critical as for the LPT. At stage 7 the case is run and standard data would be output. The user should have the opportunity to add additional output requirements whilst the case is running and any additional overheads would be presented to the user. As the solution progresses additional data could be simply requested by the user via automated post processing tools. This could perhaps be issued as a data search request. For
example, "what is the Ti at an x = 2 plane?". At stage 8, the user will study the generated data and the expert system will continue to process the data, update databases and complete any other background computational tasks. The end result will enable a greater understanding of the flow, leading to improved design decisions and improvements to lower order models.
For the LPT example in Fig. 23b , the flow is defined as class B. At stage 2a, different parameters are extracted for the mesh estimates as this flow is Re dependent, hence the wetted area is required. Inlet turbulence is also important for this class of flow. Stage 2b indicates turbulent inflow is required and hence the mesh requirement will be higher which feeds into stage 3. Here mesh estimates can be based on Re functions as shown in Fig. 13a . The process is similar until stage 6. The LPT has a relatively simple geometry that could be templated for meshing. An initial RANS mesh is generated and run in stages 6 and 7 to provide additional mesh parameters for the LES. Stage 8 generates the required inlet turbulence from the RANS and available external data. The LES mesh is generated at stage 9 by mesh templates, with adequate inlet resolution for the required inlet turbulence. Class B flows require higher quality cells than class A flows, to provide adequate resolution of transitional boundary layer zones, hence, automatic unstructured meshing currently may not be adequate. Stages 10 and 11
are effectively the same as for the ribbed passage case, except that different outputs are required for different engine zones.
Additional background computational elements are indicated by the dotted lines and surrounded by the dotted box.
These would potentially oversee the simulation, for example to maintain adequate mesh quality, correlate different data sets, optimise performance and update low order models with consent. As shown in Fig. 23 , the preliminary, simulation and data processing elements are broadly similar but the interdependence of different stages requires a fault tolerant, parallel, integrated tool chain. Some efforts have gone towards the development of such systems in other industries operating over different geographical regions [101, 102] . It may also be necessary to use real-time load balancing and data management to efficiently run and extract useful data from the extremely large data sets produced. Here, algorithms adapted from large internet companies such as Google and Facebook may be useful.
Even if the simulation stage is optimised, it is still sandwiched between the pre-and post-processing stages. The preprocessing stage can be improved by speeding up robust accurate CAD [103] , mesh and boundary condition generation and more efficient solution initialisation to reduce initial transients. The post processing stage can be improved by introducing real-time visualisation and analysis to monitor the flow. Statistical monitors such as MeanCalc [98] can help determine when to begin time-averaging after initial flow development. For such large data sets, user interfaces must be simplified. Data mining techniques may also be used to detect trends, flow features of interest and outliers. The entire process must become much more tightly integrated as data could be used to rapidly alter geometry or inform lower order modelling in a feed back loop. Hence, the increasing problem size and complexity will require high levels of automation and parallelism for the process to remain manageable.
To enable the practical use of LES in turbomachinery, advances in three key areas involving significant interaction are required. As shown in Fig. 25 , these are turbomachinery, applied mathematics and computer science. The turbomachinery community must identify the critical flow physics to be captured by any numerical method. This will guide their determination of best practices, including coupling and zonalisation of RANS and LES zones at both the engine and component level, inflow and outflow requirements and perhaps typical data that is required. Applied mathematicians should aim to develop suitable discretisations and boundary conditions, mesh generation and adaptation algorithms and improved uncertainty and sensitivity analysis across different disciplines and fidelity levels. Computer scientists will be crucial in achieving scalability to billions of cores across multiple and constantly changing architectures. Heterogeneous computing may be considered a goal, and this may require some level of code abstraction that remains maintainable. Efficient visualisation and data extraction will also be paramount and must be possible at the same scale and pace as the simulation to prevent bottlenecks. To achieve these ambitious goals, all three disciplines will have to work closer than ever before.
Current and Future Uses of Eddy Resolving Methods
For LES to be used optimally, a narrow range of LES candidates may be identified using more traditional lower order methods. LES could be viewed as an additional unsteady modelling layer in the design process. The knowledge gained from LES creates a feedback loop, informing RANS and lower-order modelling (LOM) as shown in Fig.23 . Figure 26 provides an overview of LES uses. Experimental databases are often limited by instrumentation. LES can be used where an operating point cannot be achieved experimentally or to provide more in depth data throughout the entire flow field. LES can be used to provide in depth flow physics insights, key point validation for the improvement of lower order modelling and flow control data. Medic et al. [96] note the importance of surface roughness when performing LES of heat transfer for an HPT blade. Yang et al. [104] use DNS to evaluate turbulence budgets for real surface roughness showing an increase in skin friction of over 80% compared to a smooth wall, sand-grain only giving a 35% increase. These budgets can be used to improve RANS modelling. Tyacke et al. [105] use LES to highlight some deficiencies in RANS modelling for labyrinth seals. Jefferson-Loveday et al. [106] use LES to remedy the incorrect length-scales of the SA model in an HPT rim seal cavity, also highlighting the strong interaction of leakage with the main passage flow. LES can thus be Tyacke 25 TURBO-14-1308 used to improve RANS for particular applications, provide additional data for more empirical correlations or to fill gaps in measured data leading to improved design algorithms. LES should be used where the benefit-cost ratio is high compared to experimental testing or where RANS is unlikely to provide accurate data. For the most ideal LES flows such as CBTEs, geometry optimisation may be possible. Looking ahead to 2030, it seems possible to model 2-3 full annulus stages of a turbine/compressor or approximately 1/10 th full annulus of a whole engine using pure LES. Hence there are significant gains to be achieved through efficient RANS/LES zonalisation and improved algorithms, perhaps an order of magnitude in each, enabling a whole engine to be modelled with significant LES content.
Conclusions
LES is now becoming more affordable for real engineering problems. Challenges for LES in turbomachinery have historically been high Reynolds number flows. Hybrid methods can substantially reduce computational requirements, albeit with some loss in fidelity. Strong best practices are critical, considering the flow physics of each zone and making use of RANS, RANS-LES or LES where necessary. There are however zones where LES can now be applied to real geometries at near engine conditions. Low Reynolds number flows can be tackled using LES where RANS has known deficiencies, some of which may be remedied by the LES data. Wake-type flows are ideal and generally do not require complex boundary conditions. Introducing best practices and flow taxonomy and zonalisation into an expert system, provides the consistency required by industry to perform LES more routinely. To maintain growth in the use of LES methods, advances in algorithms, interfaces, parallelisation and greater systems integration of pre-and post-processing in parallel are needed. Given recent advances in computer science and performance, it now appears time to address these multiple challenges, to produce systems truly capable of exploiting available resources.
